1,2 in employing satellite clusters for multiple space-based missions typically requires significant cluster-level relative metrology. The metrology must be 4-dimensional in general (3D space and time). A two-level metrology architecture and initial analysis using a combination of Carrier-Phase GPS measurements combined with inter-satellite crosslinks will be described. The crosslink approach generalizes the two-way time transfer methodology to n-way.
INTRODUCTION
The development of highly accurate relative metrology between free-flying spacecraft is essential for most satellite cluster applications. The satellites need to know where they are relative to each other, as well as predict where they will be with sufficient accuracy to determine when and where to make small-scale orbital adjustments that maintain cluster geometry within required parameters. In addition to determining relative spatial position, accurate relative time is also required. Range and time measurements are coupled when using signal time-of-flight and the speed of light to measure distance between satellites. Timing synchronization for inter-satellite communication and payload synchronization may have additional relative timing accuracy requirements over and above ranging requirements.
A relative ranging technique that simultaneously solves for both range and time offsets between satellites is developed in this paper.
MOTIVATION
The development of a crosslink based relative metrology system is envisioned to simultaneously determine 4D metrology (3D position and timing) between spacecraft at high accuracy. There are numerous papers on using GPS for relative navigation [1, 2, 3, 4, 9 ] that achieve relative accuracies on the order of 10's of cm's and tens of ps. While this is impressive, if better accuracy is needed, then a crosslink-based approach may be used. A crosslink system of a satellite cluster can be considered a local "GPS" constellation for itself. The same techniques used for Carrier-Phase Differential GPS (CDGPS) can be applied with slight modifications to the cluster metrology using crosslinks. The local crosslinks can operate at higher bandwidth and frequency, to improve both ranging and timing accuracy over GPS, especially if they exploit carrier phase tracking. A ranging accuracy improvement on the order of 10x is straightforward. A 10x increase would require 10x bandwidth (e.g. ~10-100 MHz) and if carrier phase tracking is used, moving from L-Band to Ku-Band. This is a straightforward crosslink.
RELATIVE METROLOGY VIA CARRIER PHASE DIFFERENTIAL GPS (CDGPS)
A brief discussion on CDGPS is given here to introduce the metrology concepts, and relate the similarities and differences between CDGPS relative metrology and the proposed crosslink relative metrology. For absolute GPS location determination, it is assumed that the GPS satellite locations/orbits are known (generally a very good assumption, as the orbits are measured to high accuracy). The ranges between the receiver and the satellites are determined. With just the range information, the location of the receiver is known to be on a sphere centered on the satellite with radius of the measured range. By ranging to multiple satellites, separate receiver location spheres are determined, and the location of the receiver is the intersection of these spheres. This very brief discussion ignores the effects of errors due to noise, or system-level errors. The resolution of real-world errors is attained via a maximum likelihood approach (e.g. Least Squares) to state estimation, and additional constraints and/or extra measurements to create an over-determined problem. This also tends to improve the robustness of the estimate.
There have been a number of recent papers and research in the area of relative satellite metrology using CDGPS. JPL has actual software code (GYPSI/OASIS) to calculate both absolute and relative orbits using CDGPS [1] [2] . Researchers at MIT are developing a microsatellite formation flying experiment. Part of their development has included hardware-in-the-loop experiments to develop the experimental hardware and software. Their research has shown relative accuracies of 2cm position accuracy and 0.5 mm/s velocity accuracy [3] . NASA's GRACE satellite pair is presently on-orbit and mapping the earth's gravity field to very fine accuracy. GRACE has demonstrated better than 2cm relative position accuracy and 5-10ps relative timing accuracy [4] . GRACE uses both CDGPS and an intersatellite crosslink to achieve these numbers. GRACE's crosslink approach is different from the one to be presented in this paper.
The general theory and equations to calculate position and time in CDGPS is as follows. Differential GPS uses differential range measurements which are the difference between GPS calculated pseudo ranges for a specific satellite and those for a reference point (which may be another satellite). These measurements are defined as:
where: δρ i_meas is the measured differential pseudo range between the reference satellite and satellite "i" r d is the position vector of the reference receiver r mi is the position vector of the satellite "i" to be measured µ i is the unit vector from reference satellite to satellite "i" δ i is the sum of differential measurement errors for satellite "i" "*" denotes the dot product.
These differential pseudo range measurements enable the differential position to be determined between the reference satellite and the rest of the satellites of the cluster. This effectively cancels all of the correlated system errors in the relative position measurements of the satellite cluster. The specific approach of how these differential pseudo ranges are combined to calculate position and time is discussed at length in many textbooks and reports [10] on GPS and will not be discussed in this paper.
This same approach can also be used with differential carrier phase measurements. The carrier phase measurements unlike the psuedorange measurements are ambiguous, with the GPS wavelength approximately 19cm. Since carrier phase can be solved to a fraction of a degree, subject to achieving large signal SNR, very fine range determination is possible. The relevent equation s are of the form shown in equation (2) .
where: δρ i is the differential carrier phase for satellite "i" N i is the integer phase ambiguity for satellite "i" ε i is the sum of differential measurement errors λ is the GPS carrier wavelength r d, r mi, µ i are as defined for equation (1) Just as before, these carrier phase pseudoranges can be used to solve for each satellite's position and time offset. But before that can be done, the carrier phase ambiguity must be solved for. There are three general solution classes used to solve for this ambiguity that can be used separately or jointly: search methods, filtering methods and geometrical methods. Most techniques take on the order of 10 minutes to fully resolve the carrier phase ambiguities typically using a combination of the three techniques. Once the phase ambiguity is resolved, very accurate relative ranging can be achieved with correspondingly accurate relative location and time synchronization, as documented in the previously mentioned references [1] [2] [3] [4] .
TWO-WAY AND THREE-WAY TIME TRANSFER
The previous section describes the state of the art in satellite metrology using GPS. The approach must be modified to include intersatellite crosslinks to improve position and timing synchronization accuracy. Others have looked at the merger of separate ranging systems with GPS [11] . Unlike the case with GPS where we can assume that we accurately know the location of the GPS satellites that we are ranging to, when ranging between satellites in a cluster we do not know where they are. We must simultaneously solve for the location of all of the satellites in the cluster. We can obviously use the results from the previously described CDGPS techniques as a starting point, but then must improve on them.
An additional complexity of intersatellite ranging to resolve both position and timing synchronization accuracy is the coupling between spatial and temporal displacement measurements between satellites.
The solution for measurement of intersatellite ranging assumes temporal synchronization, and the measurement of intersatellite time offsets assumes intersatellite range knowledge.
The technique of two-way and three-way time transfer was developed to solve this problem [5] [6] [7] [8] . The formulations described in these references are based on using GPS, but the approach will be generalized to satellite cluster crosslinks.
The basic technique uses GPS as a common reference between two clocks, allowing relative timing errors to be determined. If two users A and B determine their time using the same GPS satellites at the same time, we can form two separate equations as:
Where A and B are the local clock GPS offset for users A and B, T A is the time of the local clock for user A, and T B is the time of the local clock of user B. The offset between user A and B's clocks can be determined with the following equation that has the actual GPS time "cancel out."
A -B = (T A -GPS time)-(T B -GPS time) = T A -T B (5)
The solution of equation (5) is the relative time difference between user clocks A and B. Obviously, what limits the accuracy of the time difference between clocks is the validity of the assumption that the GPS time for each receiver is the same. Measurement noise and uncorrelated system errors (e.g. hardware antenna and receiver differences) will cause these two GPS time estimates to be slightly different.
This description does not work for the case of the intersatellite crosslink problem where simultaneous solution of time difference and range must be solved. The approach is modified as follows (see figure 4-1). We will first look at the two-satellite case then extend the approach to N satellites. It is assumed that each satellite has a crosslink transceiver and that at predefined times each satellite will send out a "ranging pulse" in what each satellite believes is a simultaneous manner. The error in simultaneity is then calculated and this is used to calculate relative time errors and intersatellite range. The satellite 1 receive time of satellite 2's ranging pulse is tr 12 .
tr 12 = (|r 12 |/c) + (b 1 -b 2 ) + n 1 (6) where: r 12 is actual range between satellites 1 and 2 b 1 is clock 1 bias compared to cluster "master" time b 2 is clock 2 bias compared to cluster "master" clock n 1 is time measurement noise
Similarly the receive time of satellite 2 of satellite 1's ranging pulse is:
We have two equations and four unknowns. The number of unknowns can be decreased to two in the following manner. First we exploit the fact that| r 12 | = |r 21 |, which decreases the number of unknowns to three. Then we can define b 2 = 0. This implies that we are defining "cluster time" as the time determined by satellite 2's clock. We can calculate both the range and time bias using these two equations (Cluster frame "absolute" time or time of cluster "virtual clock") τ t rp
r 12 +c(n 1 -n 2 )/2 = (tr 12 + tr 21 )*c/2 (9) This approach allows the simultaneous resolution of both intersatellite range and time offsets directly between a pair of satellites. This approach can be generalized to three or more satellites. For cases with more than three satellites, the problem becomes significantly over-determined, which
should improve the conditioning of T and the overall robustness of the solution. We can reformulate equations (8) (9) in vector form in the following manner. In order to assess Kalman Filter performance for relative orbit determination and prediction described in section 6, determination of measurement errors is required. For the relative range measurement the measurement error is a combination of error due to noise, and limits of range resolution. We can see that the singular values of T show that it is full rank. The equation to determine system error covariance matrix can be calculated as shown in equations (11, 11a):
The variance of noise n (in time units) is determined from a combination of clock phase noise and system range resolution. This is shown in equations (12, 12a) where: σ n is the crosslink time measurement noise variance σ res_time is the crosslink time measurement error variance due to actual range resolution limits σ r_res is the range measurement variance error due to bandwidth and receiver noise σ clock_noise is the phase noise of the clock We have assumed that the system resolution errors are Gaussian-distributed with mean zero. The noise covariance matrix calculated in equation (11a) describes the effect of measurement noise on the overall estimate errors. The next section will demonstrate a specific three-satellite example using the approach described.
THREE SATELLITE EXAMPLE
In this section an example with satellites are described and the results of Monte Carlo analysis to assess estimation errors due to noise are provided. The assumptions and simplifications used in this analysis will be explicitly described.
One of the first points of this analysis is that the intersatellite range values are defined between crosslink phase centers. The conversion from crosslink phase center location to satellite body or some other location on the satellite is not performed. One of the implications is that high quality calibration of the crosslink phase center location to satellite body must be performed to make use of the predicted ranging accuracy. To the degree that phase center motion of the crosslink is not perfectly calibrated, it can be treated as an additional low frequency noise source that is quasi-static for individual crosslink measurements but independent over long time scales.
Note that it is the intersatellite range, not intersatellite position that is determined.
The conversion from intersatellite range to position is similar to the conversion from GPS pseudo-ranges to user position. The specifics of this conversion are not described in this paper. The general framework of this conversion is discussed in section 6, and is expected to be the subject of future papers. 
The variance of the noise in the Monte Carlo simulation is calculated based on range resolution and clock phase noise. It is assumed that the crosslink has a bandwidth of 100 MHz and the system SNR is sufficient to resolve the modulated wavelength to λ/10. This results in a range resolution of 298 mm and a temporal resolution of 1x10 -9 s. The assumed clock phase noise is 1x10 -11 s. The variance of the noise n is then calculated and used in the Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000 runs. The resulting state rms error is shown as 
PREDICTION
For the purpose of initial analysis, it is assumed that the inter-satellite separation behaves in a manner such that the relative orbital dynamics may be accurately described using linearized equations of motion, namely the ClohessyWiltshire (or Hill's) equations. This will allow for initial assessment of the potential for the proposed crosslink method to reduce relative position accuracies over current capabilities. In addition, requirements on the crosslink accuracy that guarantee reduced relative position accuracies can be established.
The Kalman Filter will be described for a three-satellite cluster but can easily be extended to an N-satellite cluster. Since the relative positions between the satellites is desired, the dynamics will be written in terms of the relative positions and velocities. Let the state of the entire threesatellite cluster system be expressed as follows: 
The measurements to be used to update the Kalman Filter are the relative range estimates obtained from the crosslink method as described in Section 4 and 5. The output equations for the system dynamics is then given as 
In the above equations, P is the state covariance matrix and σ δr is the standard deviation of the resulting inter-satellite range estimates obtained from the crosslink method. 
SUMMARY

